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Abstract
With the ever increasing population and its dependence on energy, it is
becoming increasingly important to employ sustainable technologies and the
use of non-conventional and renewable sources of energy. Walking is a
common activity but human effort can be put to better use as the first law of
thermodynamics, also known as the Law of Conservation of Energy, states
that energy can neither be created nor destroyed; energy can only be
transferred or changed from one form to another. This mechanical energy
produced with footsteps can thus be harvested and converted to electricity
using the piezoelectric phenomenon. This paper is an attempt at analysing the
feasibility of installing such a system and a ‘triple bottom line’ assessment that
investigates the economic, environmental and social aspects of incorporating
such a technology within the architecture of outdoor and built environments,
that continues to benefit from motivating research in the areas of on-site
renewable energy.
Keywords: Architecture, renewable energy, piezoelectricity, footsteps, energy
harvesting, sustainable technologies.
INTRODUCTION
Our planet has been showing a rapidly warming trend, predominantly caused by the
increasing concentration of the greenhouse gases. There is worldwide acceptance for
the fact that the biggest contributors to the increase in CO2 levels is the burning of
fossil fuels and deforestation (Tenenbaum, 2017). The world community has accepted
the necessity to limit the increase in the earth’s temperature to 2°C and initiate
modifications to achieve this goal (An Overview for Actuaries, 2015). This will
require the world to move away from burning fossil fuels and overspending our
planet’s resources and effectively reach a stage of zero carbon emissions. The IPCC
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(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) reports suggest that the outcome of
unchecked global warming and continued emissions of greenhouse gases will cause
long-lasting alterations in the climatic system, increasing the possibility of serious,
extensive and irrevocable impacts for the ecosystems. There is an urgent need for
technology development along with reduced energy use, decarbonized energy supply,
reduced emissions, and intensified carbon sinks in land-based sectors (Summary for
Policymakers , 2014).
Renewable energy is thus becoming more and more pervasive around the world,
though it is still not the dominant source of energy. Renewable energy is energy from
a source that is not depleted and that can be reproduced in a short period of time. The
primary 6 types of renewable energy are solar, wind, biomass, hydro power,
geothermal and biofuels (Bradshaw, 2011). Apart from these, newer renewable
technologies are being developed, biochemical and piezoelectric technologies are two
such examples. Each of these renewable energy sources provides an alternative to the
traditional forms of energy generation and can be reproduced, reducing our footprint
on the environment.
Challenges & opportunities in the energy sector
Renewable energy sources meet almost one-fifth of global final energy consumption,
including traditional biofuels such as fuel wood (Olivier, Janssens, Muntean, &
Peters, 2016). India currently endures a huge shortage of electricity generation
capacity, despite being the world's fourth largest energy consumer after United States,
China and Russia (U.S. Department of Energy, 2017). Most places in India witness
load shedding frequently and India’s transmission and distribution losses are more
than 30% of the total electricity generated, against the world average of less than 15%
(Central Electricity Authority). This is due to obsolete equipment employed by the
Indian electricity distribution companies and also due to significant amounts of
electricity theft caused by lack of proper management and means of detection of
unaccountable electricity losses (Rana & Kapoor, 2012).
To promote the development of the industrial, commercial, and agricultural sectors
and to meet India's growth aspirations, the energy sector is of critical importance. The
Indian Ministry for Energy has set a target for increasing renewable energy by 175
GW, by 2021 (consisting of 100 GW in solar power and 60 GW in wind power), and
a target for reducing grid transmission losses to 15% by 2019 (Olivier, Janssens,
Muntean, & Peters, 2016).
Decentralised energy, as the name suggests, is produced close to where it will be
used, rather than at a large plant elsewhere and sent through the national grid. This
local generation of power reduces transmission losses and reduces carbon emissions.
Security of power supply is increased nationally as customers don’t have to rely on
the relatively few, remote power stations. Apart from exploiting the non-conventional
energy sources, there is a need for efficient management of energy (E.ON, 2017).
According to Rana & Kapoor, energy efficiency is the fastest, and the most
economical untapped solution for saving energy, not only by trying to reduce the
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consumption of power, but by also focussing on tapping new devices for power
generation inside the buildings which reduces transmission losses too.
The ambitious Smart Cities Mission aspires to redefine not just the urban life but also
the Indian economy and our social milieu as a whole. Sustainable Energy is one such
idea in the multi-faceted framework of Smart-Cities architecture and design (Ministry
of Urban Development, Government of India., 2017). Various mitigation options for
fossil fuel energy are relatively nascent, and the scope for localizing these
technologies is still limited which is why a shift to renewable sources of energy is
highly desirable with further investment in research and development for renewables
(Panda, 2015)
In all likelihood, social and environmental impacts of climate change will have
financial repercussions on many sectors across the economy. As per the Stern Review
on the Economics of Climate Change, the cost of doing nothing about climate change
will be equivalent to an annual loss of 5% or more in global GDP, ad infinitum. If a
wider range of effects and contingencies is considered in the analysis, the estimated
costs could reach 20% of GDP or more (Stern, 2006). Thus, cost to benefit analysis is
a logical economic incentive to take significant actions sooner than later. Historically,
the growth in energy demand has been highly correlated to gross domestic product
(GDP) growth per capita, especially in low- and middle-income economies
(International Monetary Fund, 2017). Turning away from fossil fuels entails a risk of
“stranded assets”, but taking measures to mitigate climate change will create
substantial commercial opportunities, with the development of new markets such as
energy technologies and low-carbon based goods and services (An Overview for
Actuaries, 2015). “These markets could grow to be worth hundreds of billions of
dollars each year, and employment in these sectors will expand accordingly”
(International Monetary Fund, 2017). The world therefore does not need to choose
between averting global warming and promoting growth and development but strike a
sustainable balance.
Energy harvesting
Energy harvesting has been a topic of deliberation and research for three decades
(Kumar N. , 2015), it is the process by which energy is derived from an external
source and used to drive machines directly, or the energy is stored for future use.
Some conventional energy harvesting schemes are solar farms, tidal energy utilizing
farms, wind farms, geothermal energy farms etc. With the onset of technology,
utilization of these sources of energy has increased significantly (Kumar N. , 2015).
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Figure 1. General energy harvesting system architecture
Table 1: Energy harvesting schemes

Source: Energy collection via Piezoelectricity - (ICOVP-2015)
Biomechanical energy harvesting i.e. generating energy from people during daily
activities is a form of micro energy harvesting based on the mechanism used for
converting kinetic energy into electrical energy (Gurmohan & Radha, 2016).
Referring to another idea, a “Crowd Farm," as envisaged by James Graham and
Thaddeus Jusczyk, both graduates from MIT's School of Architecture and Planning in
Cambridge, would convert the mechanical energy of people walking or jumping into a
source of free electricity. The power generated by the Crowd Farm could then be used
for educational purposes, for example lighting up signs about energy. They said that
they wanted people to understand the direct relationship between their movement and
the energy produced. The Crowd Farm would consist of standard components that
could be replicated easily. "Only through experimentation - which can be expensive do technologies become practical," Graham said (Wright, 2007), although, according
to Gohite, Energy Generating Floors (EGF) that use mechanical force to generate
electricity by utilizing the force for bending piezoelectric material, would be
successful in India in comparison to other countries as the footfall available for
potential power generation is more than most countries and the cost of installation can
be recovered very quickly (Gohite & Gohite, 2014). Thus, piezoelectric flooring
systems can possibly be a practical and economical method of on-site, local,
decentralised and supplemental energy generation in public places in India.
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The Piezoelectric Effect
The Piezoelectric Effect was first discovered by Jacques and Pierre Curie in 1880, any
external stress applied on a piezoelectric material generates an electric polarization in
that
material
leading
to
surface
charges
(Fig.2)
(Erhart).
The
word piezoelectricity means electricity resulting from pressure. The materials occur
naturally but can also be manufactured; some common natural materials are Quartz
(SiO2), Triglycine sulphate (TGS) and Lithiumtantalat (LiTaO3) (Piezoelectric
Materials, 2017)

Figure 2. The piezoelectric effect.
Piezoelectric transducers
A transducer is any device that converts energy from one form to another, typically
when converting input energy into output energy. Piezoelectric transducers (Fig.3)
convert the electrical charges produced by some forms of solid materials into energy.
The advantages of ceramic transducers when compared to other materials include the
ceramic’s ability to be manufactured in a wide variety of sizes and shapes, its ability
to function at temperatures up to 300 degrees Celsius and its capability of operating
efficiently at low voltages. Thus, ceramic transducers can be easily adapted to a wide
variety of industrial applications. Also, they allow for complete customization to meet
a customer’s specific needs. Today, the most commonly used ceramic transducer
manufacturing materials are lead zirconatetitanate, a trend that started in the 1960s.

Figure 3. Piezoelectric transducer (Mohankumar, 2017)
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Working principle of piezoelectric energy harvesting flooring systems
The direct piezoelectric effect is derived from materials that generate an electric
potential when mechanical stress is applied and the inverse piezoelectric effect
implies the deformation of materials when an electric field is applied (Gurmohan &
Radha, 2016). Energy harvesting using piezoelectric transducers employs the direct
piezoelectric effect. According to Naveen Kumar 2015, the output voltage resulting
from a single piezoelectric crystal is in the range of milli volts and is different for
different crystals and the wattage is in the range of microwatts and the energy thus
produced can be stored in batteries or capacitors. The engineering lies in the
optimization of piezoelectric energy to obtain maximum output for which extensive
studies are being conducted, in order to determine which crystal will be ideal to obtain
maximum output voltage, what should be the structure of the piezoelectric component
and what type of circuitry should be used at the output terminals (Dizon, Ivey, Patel,
& Vizth, 2008)
EGFs that generate electricity by scavenging energy from routine human activities,
such as walking, jumping, running, etc. works on the basic principle of converting
kinetic energy into electrical energy. These flooring systems constitute a floor
covering that encloses a transducer mechanism for the conversion of pressure applied
on the floor into electricity, and provisions for transmitting the energy for load
consumption or storage (Sanjeevasetty, Lohit, & Dileepa, 2014). Methodologies of
research and development of EGFs are usually based on studies conducted on
prototypes that provide the proof of concept i.e. the harvesting and generation of
energy. A prototype is, “an original type, form, or instance serving as a basis or
standard for later stages” and “an original, full-scale, and usually working model of a
new product.” (www.dictionary.com, 2017). Manufacturing involves material
selection within financial constraints and other processes such as sizing, marking,
drilling, carpentry, circuitry and final finishes (Singh, Sandhu, & Singh, 2016). The
prototype is then tested for its performance and evaluation and based on its cost,
durability and energy generation potential, assessments such as cost to benefit
analysis and efficiency are made.
The technology of using floor tiles to generate electricity is relatively new, companies
such as Toyota Boshoku Corp, Pavegen, Seratech, Hong Kong Applied Science and
Technology Research Institute Co Ltd are prominent players in energy harvesting
floors. PaveGen has installed these tiles on a public soccer field in Rio de Janeiro to
allow play after sunset by using stored energy for lighting. Although the tiles are
currently being used in some high traffic areas, no official price has been announced.
Other implementations of piezoelectric flooring systems include the ticket gates at a
station in Tokyo installed by the East Japan Railway Company in 2008 that generates
1,400 kW of energy per day to power displays and ticket gates. The applications of
this technology are also promoted by the company ‘Sustainable Dance Club’, whose
Rotterdam nightclub generates some of its power from the dance moves of its patrons.
Another company in Israel called Innowattech is installing strips of asphalt embedded
with piezoelectric materials and according to the company, the generators could
produce 1 MWh of electricity from a four-lane highway (Gurmohan & Radha, 2016).
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CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS
Most sustainable energy technologies involve the process of constant monitoring of
the surrounding environment of the installation location. The suitable type and
specifications of the devices has to be selected based on the survey reports. Unlike
other technologies, energy harvesting floors eliminate the need for any pre-installation
and post-installation, monitoring and maintenance task. To identify the ideal location,
the sole criterion to be fulfilled is that the place should have human movement. Many
cities around the world have a huge, growing population, especially in developing
countries, and public places such as railway stations, airports, and commercial
complexes receive large amounts of footfall, making them apt for the application of
piezoelectric flooring systems (Sanjeevasetty, Lohit, & Dileepa, 2014).
Recently, there has been an emphasis on a more comprehensive view on sustainability
that refers to environmental, social, and economic sustainability (Fig 18) i.e. the
“Triple Bottom Line” (TBL) framework(An Overview for Actuaries, 2015).
Capitalising on the energy of the public to create a positive impact manifests into an
interactive energy experience. Piezoelectric flooring systems are not only cost
effective but also environmentally friendly as it has no harmful emissions and can
further be made of recyclable components (Singh, Sandhu, & Singh, 2016), overall
making it a sustainable model in building construction.
The entire future of this flooring system depends on the material used for power
generation, and with the advent of the era of nano-technology more compact and
efficient materials could be introduced to generate large amounts of electricity.
Optimum flooring designs, with the least deflection and maximum output can have
efficiencies more than 50% (Gohite & Gohite, 2014). Hard piezoelectric material
could also be used for power generation on roads frequented by heavy vehicles.
Piezoelectric flooring systems could make places with high public existence
autonomous in terms of electricity requirements, and in the years to come, with
improvements in technology, no public place will get a power cut when people
occupy them. Significant research along with product development contributing
towards clean energy and green design can thus secure us a sustainable future, one
step at a time.
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